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CITY UNVEILS UNSOLVED HOMICIDE WEB PAGE

FAIRBANKS, Alaska

Last night the City of Fairbanks made public a page on the City’s website dedicated to the unsolved homicides that have occurred since the early 1980’s:

http://www.fairbanksalaska.us/public-safety/unsolved-homicides/

The unsolved homicide list includes the names of 14 victims from 13 cases (one case has two victims), with photos and brief synopses of the circumstances surrounding each death.

The Fairbanks Police Department continues to seek information and assistance from the public in solving these crimes. Any tip or connection that individuals might have could provide crucial information to help investigators. Anyone with information should call 907.450.6550.

The page states “Homicide cases in the City of Fairbanks are never closed until solved, and we continue to work to identify the person or persons responsible for the deaths of these victims. Each of these individuals is entitled to justice, and the families and friends of the deceased seek resolution and closure.”

Cases that are not listed on the page are likely a case under the purview of the Alaska State Troopers, or have not have been determined to be homicides.

Contact:  Amber Courtney 907.459.6793  amber.courtney@ci.fairbanks.ak.us  ###